Preliminary results from the Scandinavian multicentre evaluation of in vitro cytotoxicity (MEIC).
The multicentre evaluation study of in vitro cytotoxicity tests (MEIC) is organized by the Scandinavian Society of Cell Toxicology. All interested laboratories are invited to test a published list of 50 reference chemicals in their various in vitro assays with a bearing on general toxicity. Submitted results will be centrally evaluated for their relevance to human toxicity, including a comparison with the efficiency of conventional animal tests. This brief communication presents the very first preliminary results of the study, that is, prediction of human acute lethal toxicity for the first 10 MEIC chemicals by all the results submitted to date, that is, five in vitro cytotoxicity assays. As a baseline for judging the efficiency of the cytotoxicity tests, rat and mouse LD(50) values were compared with human acute lethal dosage of the chemicals. Rat LD(50) prediction was relatively poor, but mouse LD(50) values correctly predicted the human lethal dose for six out of the 10 substances. A multivariate method of comparison including all cytotoxicity test results, predicted human lethal blood concentrations as well as the mouse LD(50) prediction of dosage. Since the blood concentrations used in the comparison were derived from human lethal dosage with the help of two simple pharmacokinetic factors (absorbed fraction in the intestine and distribution volume of chemicals), the cytotoxicity assays were found also to be able to predict human dosage, as well as did the mouse LD(50) prediction.